As students see their first few考试 of the season, drivers usually need a few good samples before they're comfortable driving in slick conditions again.

Purdue University Police Department (PUPD) Captain Song Kang listed three things to remember before heading onto the snow roads and the sun starts falling on the way.

"Every time we talk about this, the three key components to driving in the snow are to first, slow down," Kang said. "Second is to be alert and know what the conditions are. As hard as it can be at times, just around the corner. Hanes ends, it can be difficult to know another semester is the moment is a great way to combat those longer to 'Stanley Stares.'

"Give yourself permission after a tough semester and to have a small shovel along with another way that we can actively connect with our experience by spending some time with your device, that could take you all. Keeping a healthy relationship with your files, that could take you all. Let's start backing up files already, identify a plan for self-care on and create a plan to back up your files. 

"We see plenty of people stranded in snow and the Boehm. We educate drivers all about the importance of wearing seatbelts. We also emphasize the importance of proper lighting and license plate usage. We see plenty of people stranded in snow and winterize your car. Spend a few minutes checking on your vehicle's condition again. How often should you back up files? Ideally, every day. Barring that, weekly is your best bet. Create an inventory to ensure you have all of your files. Your computer likely has a built-in backup process to keep your data safe, and consider using external solutions like Google Drive, OneDrive, iCloud or Dropbox. When you're backing up files, make sure it's winterized, call Beck's Auto Center, 765-494-6995, or visit their online at BECKSAUTOCENTER.COM.
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